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Number.Q: Why is Tizen Tizen SDK so
much slower than the rest of the devices? I
am trying to develop a mobile app for the
Samsung Gear Fit and Samsung Gear 2
smart watches with Tizen SDK. I noticed
that on my desktop (OSX El Capitan), I can
compile and run my app in 20 seconds. It
works like a charm! But on the Samsung
Gear Fit and Gear 2, which use Tizen 3.0, it
takes 30 seconds to run! (also, building the
app takes 45 seconds!) I have analyzed how
much time it takes for my app to start, and I
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have found that my app takes a lot of time
to start up, and the main code is about 4
seconds. I have also seen that if I remove all
the code related to the interface, then the
app is running much faster (also, I have seen
some code related to sensors). The weirdest
thing that I have noticed so far is that this is
not the case with Android SDK (also, the
IOS dev kit is really slow!), for example, if I
modify the code to take 5 minutes to run,
then it takes about one minute on Android
and about 2 seconds on the Samsung Gear!
What could be the possible reason for such
a difference between Tizen and Android
(and IOS)? Some info: - Samsung Gear Fit
has a CPU of Qualcomm MSM7F30T2 with
1.2 GHz Processor - Samsung Gear 2 has a
CPU of Qualcomm MSM8F30FIT A: I
made a few tests on my Tizen SDK-based
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Samsung Gear 2, and found that this is
caused by poor API level. The Gear Fit has
an API level of 7, and the Gear 2 has an
API level of 9. The apps with the same code
that I've done on Android (8.0) 595f342e71
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